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“
I often feel worried that the pace it takes 
me to complete a task makes me look weak 
or incompetent. 

When I am at the grocery store trying to 
self-checkout, I can feel the eyes on me 
wishing I’d hurry up. I feel self-conscious 
all the time…whatever I do.”

Interviewee, 72 year old, 
OLLI Vital Aging Group



Credit to Builtin.com for the data: https://builtin.com/diversity-inclusion/ageism-in-the-workplace



Existing solutions



“
Job post assessment tools do not protect 
me from ageist language. 

I would like to avoid applying to jobs which 
may be harmful for someone like me.”

Interviewee, 58 year old statistician, 
recently rejected for a senior data 
scientist position



Sage aims to reduce the information 
asymmetry around age-bias in job 
descriptions; providing applicants with 
more information while applying for jobs 

Sage not only detects & flags harmful 
age-unfriendly language but also provides 
tools that are designed to make the entire 
job application process easier - all within 
the same browser plugin

● Age-bias tracker
● Declutter page
● Speech-to-text for application forms
● Read-page aloud
● Adjust display settings

What we do 
differently



Watch a demo of the age bias tracker interactions here: https://youtu.be/uzap0WQ9GYI 

https://youtu.be/uzap0WQ9GYI


Watch a demo of the declutter interaction here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4unAQR_GPk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4unAQR_GPk


Watch a demo of the speak to fill form interaction here: https://youtu.be/OlkRjRsU7EM 

https://youtu.be/OlkRjRsU7EM


Watch a demo of the read page text out loud interaction here: https://youtu.be/qdd6tp80FWk 

https://youtu.be/qdd6tp80FWk


Watch a demo of the adjust text display interaction here: https://youtu.be/S8km8WctWZ0 

https://youtu.be/S8km8WctWZ0


“
This is good! Simplified for people like us 
who are not able to keep up with the pace 
of tech advancements. It is user friendly, 
and I believe I can now apply easily.

Usability tester, Professor of 
Pharmacology, Age 52



Helping users find age-friendly jobs (w/ NLP)

Job sites are littered with ageist language discriminating older candidates’ 
personality, lifestyle preferences, skills, and age. A few examples…                                 

You’re a digital native with a keen interest in pop culture 

Looking for an passionate, energetic, ambitious 
self starter who’s not afraid to question the 
status quo

You are a team player with an absolute winning 
mentality



Our model works across different job 
search platforms to flag ageist 
language across personality, lifestyle 
preferences, skills and most 
importantly, the age factor.  

● Show the age-friendliness status 
of the job posting 

● Calls out ageist language and the 
intensity of ageism 

● Works concurrently with the 
age-friendly design features of the 
plugin

How it’s done



What is age discriminatory language?

Personality
- Energetic, vibrant, high-performer, 

witty, ambitious, adaptable
Skills

- Tech-savvy, quick-learner, 
fast-learner, sharp

Age
- recent college graduate/Youthful/ 

GPA

Personality
- Not looking for someone who is looking 

to maintain status quo
- An absolute winning mentality

Skills
- Ability to work and deliver results under 

tight deadlines and with limited 
oversight while managing across 
multiple functions 

Age
- Excellent degree from a top university 

with strong A-levels (ideal 300+ UCAS 
points)

Literature Review Human Judgement



Data Source, Data Science Approach, and Evaluation

Model 
BERT embeddings + Logistic regression

Data Sources
● The Employment Scam Aegean Dataset 

(EMSCAD) 
● 10,000 data science job postings in the US 

from Data.world

Evaluation
Our baseline model was a Linear regression 
model yielded a F1 of 0.47. Our best model 
yielded a F1 score of 0.7.

Annotations
● 788 annotations (Inter annotator 

agreement 0.896)
● 60% training, 20% validation, 20% testing 





  Looking to the future! 
By 2050, the population over 60 will be 20% of total 
population (2 billion people)!

We need to do better to remove age discrimination in 
applying to jobs and staying in jobs for older individuals.

Next steps: 

 ● Initiate broader generative research and improve the plugin accessibility features for job 
search and application 

● Introduce real life validation of our NLP model incorporating real time feedback from 
our users

● Make it easier to find age-friendly jobs in addition to avoiding age-discriminatory jobs



Thank you !
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Filipe Santos



“Longevity economy” is burgeoning - A booming user group with internet connectivity and 
unmet needs.  Over 50 age group spent $7.6 trillion in goods and services in 2018. 

Many applications have sprung up to aid this population, age-tech market 
worth $10 billion in 2022




